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Abstract – An overarching problem in asymmetric 
warfare is defeating the network. In this paper, we 
discuss the technology challenges of applying 
traditional fusion capabilities to networks. We also 
discuss the war fighter challenges of context switching 
between networks and other INTS. To address the 
technology and war fighter challenges,   we recast the 
notion of object, relationship, and track in the context of 
asymmetric warfare and describe how such a 
perspective can provide better applicability to solving 
asymmetric fusion problems. Lastly, we discuss the 
notion of a blueprint, a standardization for representing 
linked data, to facilitate addressing these asymmetric 
fusion challenges. 
 
Keywords: asymmetric fusion, network transformations, 
derived links, non-traditional warfare for fusion 

1 Introduction 
The objective of this paper is to touch upon technology 
and war fighter fusion challenges for non-traditional 
warfare applications and to discuss new fusion solutions 
to address these challenges.  
 
The first section identifies technology challenges in the 
application of conventional fusion capabilities to non-
traditional warfare scenarios. Conventional fusion objects 
consisting of missiles, ships, tanks, and trucks are 
intrinsically different from asymmetric objects of people, 
events, and organizations. Thus, the methods, 
frameworks, and techniques developed by the fusion 
community to defeat a conventional enemy’s forces may 
often be difficult to apply in the contexts of asymmetric 
scenarios. Non-traditional warfare examples include 
finding clandestine groups, predicting the next IED event, 
or detecting Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) 
hidden in shipping cargo.  
 
The second section describes the higher fusion processes 
required by warfighters to perform target identification 
and tracking in non-traditional warfare. Fusion in this 
environment appears to be a continual process of context 
switching between link diagrams and geo-spatial data; 
iteration is a result of updating the tactics, techniques, and 
procedures of the asymmetric enemy between these 

contexts. The iteration is also a process for war fighters to 
update their knowledge about what is known and 
unknown with respect to the operational environment.  
 
Several methodologies are described in this section for 
improving upon these processes that center around re-
engineering the link chart and the underlying analytics 
used to generate them. Since the link chart is the lingua 
franca for communicating about enemy activity, complex 
link charts should provide features to dynamically 
simplify them upon demand and methods should exist to 
enable operators to drill down to essential information. 
New capabilities are certainly needed as link charts often 
look like a plate of spaghetti, and the constructs used to 
create them are ad hoc: every military or intelligence 
organization has a different method for creating a link 
chart.  
 
The third section discusses a new methodology that 
embraces the operator challenges and extends the classic 
fusion definitions of object, relationship, and track to an 
asymmetric model. To build such a model, we borrow 
from principles found in the engineering blueprint. In the 
practice of drawing an engineering blueprint, a line (or 
link) is intentionally drawn to demarcate a wall; the 
meaning of a line is precisely and completely defined. 
Windows and doors can co-occur with walls, but there is 
no link between a wall and a window. In sum, there is a 
common engineering methodology and language for 
creating blueprints: every engineer can read, interpret, and 
build to a blueprint independent of whether one is 
drawing designs for a ship or a house.  
 
It is our belief that moving to a blueprint-inspired 
asymmetric fusion model would enable military and 
intelligence cells to have common practices and language 
for creating and communicating about objects, 
relationships, and tracks. Within an asymmetric model, 
this translates into a common lingua franca describing 
links and temporal/spatial co-occurrences between objects 
within the link chart. An additional advantage of 
representing links and co-occurrences within a blueprint 
framework include making intelligence collection gaps 
explicit. 
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Once this blueprint practice is embraced, the ability to 
move between geo-spatial and link chart contexts can be 
performed as a standard and seamless business process 
within the operator environment, removing cumbersome 
and time-consuming tasks while enabling much higher 
fidelity collaboration and understanding among analysts 
and consumers of their products. 

1.1 Fusion Capabilities in Traditional and 
Non-Traditional Warfare Domains 

In traditional fusion, the nature of an object can be 
completely characterized and quantified. A tank, truck, or 
assault helicopter has range, lethality, and pre-determined 
kinetics: a tank cannot fly nor can a truck float. Each of 
these objects emanates unique Electronic Intelligence 
(ELINT) signatures; sensors can be built to locate, track, 
and target objects associated with those emanations. Ten 
assault helicopters have a force multiplier of ten. If those 
helicopters are destroyed, we know the enemy has ten less 
of that asset and such assets are not easily replaced. We 
can characterize the lethality of those ten helicopters as an 
aggregate of ten. Traditional fusion technologies can 
create generalized methodologies to track objects such as 
tanks, trucks or missiles because analysis can be done in 
the aggregate. In summary, traditional fusion supposes a 
physical system [1], where a body of knowledge can be 
derived about the lethality, range, aggregation, and 
kinetics of those objects. 
 
In nontraditional or asymmetric warfare, objects are not 
tanks, trucks, or missiles, but are entities like 
“organizations,” “events,” and “individuals.” These 
objects cannot be completely characterized or quantified 
like traditional fusion objects. A person has observed 
attributes such as a name, birthday, educational pedigree, 
or family relationship. However, unlike a tank or 
helicopter produced at a manufacturing plant, every 
person or organization is unique with specific skill sets, 
attributes, and motivations. If one wants to determine the 
potential lethality of a group, consisting of ten specific 
individuals, then one has to analyze the possible 
combinations of the observed attributes and capabilities of 
those specific persons. Unlike a tank or truck which is 
machine-part interchangeable, one has to assess lethality 
of a group one individual at a time. Such a process is not 
static, because the group or person adapts and learns, and 
new variables and attributes emerge. Thus, in the attempt 
to assess lethality of a group or event, the set of possible 
scenarios is continually emerging and growing, and is in 
some cases unknowable. Traditional fusion applications 
do not have these properties because those objects have 
generalizable attributes. Moreover, the notion of dynamic 
attributes of each singleton (a person) creates a huge 
challenge from a computational perspective. While in the 
traditional fusion processes, entities have either discrete 
values or ranges of values for their attributes (e.g. speed); 
for humans, the values could be completely unknown or 

the ranges might be such that there will be an exponential 
explosion in considering all possible combinations of such 
attributes.  
 
Linking or correlating objects in traditional and 
nontraditional frameworks are also very different. In 
traditional fusion, associations between objects form a 
“track.” The problem then becomes whether an object is a 
member of a track or not. With enough observations, it is 
generally possible to determine whether an object is 
indeed part of a track. In asymmetric fusion, notions of a 
track have been developed and are viewed as a set of 
scenarios into which a group, person, or organization may 
evolve [2]. For example, a single individual can combine 
with others and evolve over time into an IED 
emplacement group. However, unlike traditional fusion, 
signals may not be easily observable. Also, in the case of 
traditional warfare, if an object is part of a group, its 
intentions and purpose is well known, while in 
asymmetric warfare, an individual linked to a group could 
be an innocent bystander.  
 
In summary, the target identification problem for an 
asymmetric object (person, group, organization, or event) 
cannot be solved using methodologies found within 
traditional fusion techniques because asymmetric objects 
do not operate by the laws of physical systems. Because 
asymmetric fusion objects (like people) do not emit easily 
observable signals, a solution should consist of fusing 
plausible scenarios or tracks with observations (where 
possible) to begin to address the target identification 
problem in nontraditional warfare. These concepts are 
further discussed in the next section. 

2 Non-Traditional Warfare Fusion 
In this section, we describe the higher fusion processes as 
they apply to human and organizational tracking and 
targeting (Figure 1). The current practice in such non-
traditional warfare Level 2 fusion scenarios is a multi-
modal and multi-INT process of costly context switching 
between 

• Connecting or finding interesting dots (Link 
Analysis) 

• Identifying the temporal and spatial attributes of 
interesting dots (Geospatial analysis) 

• Updating the situation with new deltas (Intel 
Narrative) 

Because of the naturally occurring silos between geo-
spatial and link oriented analytics, context switching can 
often result in significant overhead. In particular, geo-
spatial analytics often require specific knowledge of GIS 
systems, and the problem contexts are often very different 
from link oriented ones.  
 
Within this context switching environment, desirable 
fusion capabilities should, but currently do not include: 
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• The ability to make correlations regarding time 
or space directly from link charts. 

• The ability to make rich associations or 
associative discoveries from geo-spatially 
derived data. 

• The ability to seamlessly move between these 
two contexts. 

 

 
Figure 1: Context Switching in Non-Traditional 

Warfare Level 2 Fusion Processes 
 
In the rest of this section, we describe the technical 
challenges in performing these capabilities and provide 
the framework for creating new fusion capability. We 
begin our discussion starting with link analysis. 

2.1 Objects in Non-Traditional Warfare 
As observed by [3], there are several ways that operators 
may want to draw and represent a link chart (Figure 2), 
but only some of those charts are machine readable and 
suitable for automated analyses. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Analyst/Operator Generated Link Chart 
 
In Figure 2, the analyst/operator creates a chart to reflect 
provenance of the linkages. For example, the provenance 
of two persons being related is through a meeting. 
However, in such a multi-modal link chart, the ability to 
compute information from links such as centrality or 
aggregation have no meaning, since detailed data 
modeling typically often calls for observations of 
individuals linked to events (e.g. meeting) rather than 
individuals linked to individuals. It is therefore essential 

to translate between analyst defined graphs of Figure 2, 
and machine readable graphs, as shown in Figure 3 where 
the detailed complexity of the relationships are not 
exposed, but only those nodes that are relevant for the 
necessary computations.  
 
It has been our observation that many researchers assume 
by “fiat” that a transformation between these two 
representations can easily take place. This is far from the 
case. Many link charting applications have no notion of 
“type” and could not distinguish between a person and an 
event. In addition, the lack of common models that 
characterize something (e.g. event) as a node versus a link 
makes a generalized implementation difficult.  
 

 
Figure 3: Machine Readable Link Chart 

 
The HAN (Human Activity Network) model developed 
by 21CT provides the capability to move between user 
generated and machine readable link charts at a very high 
level of fidelity. Associations between 
individuals/organizations or other entities are modeled as 
nodes to facilitate a common frame of reference for 
performing link charting.  
 
The material point is that multiple link representations of 
a concept are valid; operators often want “different 
views” of the link chart based on the problem at hand. 
Link analysis must support the operator in bringing details 
into focus and hiding distracting information. Such an 
operation, as described within the last example, may be 
construed as a type of network transform τ(e,l) where in 
this case, one is transforming nodes and links from a 
multi-modal to a uni-modal form for the purpose of 
performing analytical operations. Such transforms would 
be a necessary element in performing classic fusion 
operations from linked data. The analytical product 
supported by a transform could, for example, consist of a 
group or person. That group could be fused with geo-
spatial analytics to support tactical targeting and tracking 
operations. 

2.2 Link in Non-Traditional Warfare 
Up to this point, the ability to “zoom in” and “zoom out” 
from a node centric view has been described. One of the 
key issues in defining the framework for an asymmetric 
fusion solution is an understanding of the definition of a 
link.  

Temporal Human Activity Network 
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Observations about how the war fighter and analyst work, 
has led us to conclude that there are four useful classes of 
links: 
1. Associative Link – contain temporal, qualitative, or 

confidence characteristics (e.g., confidence that a link 
is true within a certain probability or time range or 
confidence that a particular sensor generated the 
link). 

2. Asserted Links — contain durable qualities or 
attributes (e.g., Linkages to one’s biological parents 
will never change). 

3. Derived Links — complex linkages presented as 
direct links. A “view” of several linked relationships 
(e.g., create a family view for all particular familial 
relationships). 

4. Computed Links — computed from algorithmic 
techniques (e.g., aggregation algorithms, association 
discovery, or metrics). 
 

The only link type that we will focus on in this paper is 
that of a derived link. Derived links allow for abstractions 
of low level links for meta-analyses. Derived links brings 
lower level fidelity information into proper context for 
higher level analysis, as often required for social network 
analytics. Consider the example found in Figure 4. On the 
lower left, there are several high fidelity familial 
relationships such as spouse, parent, and sibling. One can 
create a derived link called “family” that abstracts out 
these relationships into a single class. Other advantages of 
using derived links within families is that relationships 
such as “cousin” or “aunt” which are separated through 
several direct family relationships and thus while implicit 
within the data set,  is very often  hidden. Thus a 
motivation for considering derived links as a type of link 
fusion is that it makes lower level information more 
explicit. 
 
On the lower right hand side of Figure 4, are the details of 
a complex financial transaction. In reality, an operator 
may not require seeing lower level details of a financial 
transaction, but rather the names of the parties (Harry and 
Fred) and their interconnections associated with a 
particular transaction. The concept of derived links allows 
an operator to create such a relationship.  
 

 
 

Figure 4: Concept of Derived Links 
 
Once the desired derived links have been created, it is 
now possible to compare and contrast the abstractions 
created by derived links. For example, one can observe 
that Harry and Fred are related not only familialy, but 
financially as well. Such a capability would not be readily 
performed without the notion of derived links.  
 
Another application of derived links can be found in 
dynamic social network analysis. As observed in [3], the 
ability to capture metrics from a social network can be 
misleading, if the dynamic nature of the links were not 
taken into account. Using the notion of event rank as 
found in [3], one can rank a set of linked relationships by 
time or by quality. Using this set of processed links, 
derived links can be created providing a higher accuracy 
analysis of group, or individual role behavior. 
 
The use of derived links can be applied in a geo-spatial 
context, which is discussed in the next section. 

2.3 Co-occurrences in Non-Traditional 
Warfare 

Within a link chart, one may want to generate computed 
links that may reflect spatial or temporal co-occurrences 
of one or more persons, residences, or events from a link 
chart. Thus, there may be no explicit links between these 
objects other than a geo-spatial or temporal correlation 
that may result in a computed link. Figure 5 is a snapshot 
of the Lynxeon™ system, developed by 21CT that 
computes such a link from geo-spatially derived data, to 
demonstrate how a computed link might be arise. 
Lynxeon™ is 21st Century Technologies' (21CT) 
advanced analytics platform and toolset for performing 
analysis of social networks, multi-source intelligence, 
computer networks, and other large-scale, link-oriented 
datasets. Lynxeon has applications in intelligence, 
counterterrorism, law enforcement, and fraud 
investigations. 
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Figure 5: Geo-Spatially Computed Links from a Link 

Chart using the Lynxeon Platform 
 
In this scenario, Mohammed Salamah lived at 40 Pamrapo 
Apartments. A murder occurred at the Marriott, NY East 
Side, which is within 10 miles of Salamah’s residence. A 
heavy blue line, in Figure 5, represents the results of 
Lynxeon’s Advanced Analysis function to automatically 
locate incidents within 10 miles of Salamah’s 
residence(s), which results in Lynxeon suggesting a 
geospatial association between Salamah and the murder 
location. Lynxeon’s Analyst Studio draws the link (heavy 
blue line), inviting further investigation by the analyst.  

2.4 Tracks in Non-Traditional Warfare 
Insurgent organizations do not emit a unique ELINT 
signature that we can easily observe or discriminate to 
form a track. Our understanding of fusion needs to be 
updated to reflect this fact. As part of research sponsored 
by the Office of Naval Research, 21CT is working to 
develop the asymmetric notion of a track, based on the 
notion of groups evolving over time, and working to 
connect one snapshot of one group observed at time t, to 
the next time increment.  
 
Group memberships change over time; core members 
remain constant across time, but certain members can be 
transient. Scenarios are created to explain the likely path 
of evolution (trajectory) that formed the group’s resultant 
incarnation. The evolutionary structures of target 
aggregates are modeled on the Scenario Graph shown in 
Figure 6. 
 
The Scenario Graph models multiple group possibilities 
when ambiguities are present, due to imperfect 
intelligence, in order to extend analysis beyond what is 
most probable to what is most threatening and to track 
multiple transitions between observations. The scenario 
graph models relationships between aggregates with 
significant overlap in membership and will be weighted to 
reflect likelihood or other significant characteristics. 

 
 

Figure 6: Scenario Graph 

3 Asymmetric Fusion Models 
Defeating the network is perhaps the central challenge of 
asymmetric threats. With that context, we have attempted 
to characterize “the network” consisting of nodes, links, 
co-occurrences, and tracks in the context of non-
traditional warfare. We have described the operator fusion 
challenges as a series of “context switching” between 
linked data, geo-spatial data, and updating war fighter 
knowledge about the situation at hand.  
 
A key conclusion to reach from this discussion is that the 
ability to rapidly manipulate linked data, whether from 
one representation to another, or between different 
“INTS” such as in the geo-spatial context is an essential 
next step in tackling the fusion problem. To that end, we 
believe a possible solution to this problem is through the 
introduction of a “blueprint” that would standardize how 
the war fighter interacts with link charts. Examples of 
what such as standard would consist of include what 
entities are represented as nodes versus links, how time 
and space are captured, etc. We do not discuss details of 
what such a standard would consist of within this paper, 
but rather discuss the benefits of such a standard.  
 
Given an implemented blueprint open standard, any 
vendor that has a new asymmetric fusion capability would 
not have to draw their own link charts or integrate to a 
specific type of link chart to demonstrate value. As long 
as that vendor complied with the proposed standard, links 
and objects would be generated automatically once the 
vendor capability was integrated into the desired service 
oriented architecture. Thus, next-generation fusion object 
and link models would provide “plug and play” link 
charting capabilities that do not exist in today’s 
operational environments using such a standard. 
 
The lack of current standards and common vocabulary for 
thinking about asymmetric fusion makes communication 
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among researchers very difficult. Given a definition of 
“track” for asymmetric fusion and a lingua franca to 
communicate about asymmetric objects (and how they 
correlate or aggregate) over time and space, the ability to 
identify science and technology gaps within blueprints 
can now be explored by researchers.  
 
Mathematically traditional, graph-based representations 
are a subset of this new concept of a blueprint. In graph 
theory, nodes that are not connected to other nodes are 
assumed to have no relationship to connected components 
of the graph, which is a clear limitation of ”unobserved” 
relationships found within asymmetric warfare. The study 
of a new type of Blueprint-Graphs (BG) is clearly needed. 
Although an argument can be made that classical 
Attributed-Graphs could be used to represent BG’s, this 
will create the same “plate of spaghetti” from a 
visualization perspective. So BG needs to be defined not 
only as a data structure for a machine to handle 
computational operations, but also as a data structure for 
human decision-makers to use cognitive processes that are 
clearly needed in dealing with asymmetric problems.  
 

4 Conclusion 
At the October 2007 Beaver Hollow fusion meeting, a 
vision for the next generation of Defense Common 
Ground System (DCGS) was presented. [6] This vision, 
relevant to all services and joint activities, identified new 
fusion requirements for objects and their inter-
relationships. A motivating factor for this new 
requirement can most likely be traced back to non-
traditional (asymmetric) warfare needs. This paper has 
presented the case that to fuse objects and relationships in 
such a context is a distinctly different research problem 
than previously encountered with traditional fusion 
scenarios.  
 
The overarching problem for non-traditional warfare 
becomes a problem of defeating the network. To 
understand the fusion problem with respect to such 
networks, definitions were recast for object, link, co-
occurrences, and tracks in the context of non-traditional 
warfare. The problem of context switching between 
different INTS regarding the network is an inability to 
transform linked-data from within different 
representations and between different INTS. 
 
To address this problem, a suggested solution is a re-
engineering of the link chart, or a blueprint, to standardize 
definitions of nodes and links, in order to perform rapid 
network transformations and context switches.  
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